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I. INTRODUCTION
Television viewing is ubiquitous.

According to a recent Roper

Organization Report, in response to the question "On an average day,
about how much time, if any, do you personally spend watching TV?",
the median amount indicated by those surveyed was three hours and eight ·/
minutes per day--an all-time h.igh for their studies.

The median re- v

sponses by college educated indivi-fluals and those from upper economic v

levels also peaked, at approxilately two and
1

~ ···

o~e-half

and three hours v
~

respectively.
Frank Mankiewicz, in reference to what has generally become referred to as . the "television generation," provides additional insight. 2 vAs espoused by Mankiewicz, the television generation consists of ind1viduals born since 1945, it grows constantly while pre-television generations die off and, by 1980, approximately fifty-eight percent of the
total population will be members.
Mankiewicz alludes to statistical sources which indicate
nearly 100 million Americans are regular television viewers.

that ~

The

~

nightly television audience approximates 60 million, and at midnight
over two million children under the age of eleven are still watching.
1Public Perceptions of Television and Other Mass Media: A

Twenty-Year Review 1959-1978 (New York; The Roper Organization, Inc.
Television Information Office, 1979), pp. 4-5.
2Frank Mankiewicz and Joel Swerdlow, Remote Control (New York:
Quadrangle/The New York Times Book Company, Inc.~ 1978), pp. 6-7.

2

The average preschool child in this country logs in over fifty-four

v

hours per week--and that extrapolates to nine full years spent viewing

v

~

television at age sixty-five. ' Television viewing is what Americans do ~
~

more than anything else but
the average American
groupings ~

slee~

The time spent with a newspaper by

regardless of all economic, educational and

age~

has been spiraling downward and currently reaches only one--

half hour per day.

Television stations, according to Mankiewicz, are

trusted by more Americans than any other institution.

~

,

II. TELEVISION AND PERCEPTIONS OF REALITYSUMMARY OF RESEARCH AND RELATED COMMENT
Television has become ingrained into our homes, into our
lives, and into our culture itsel~ The effects of such saturation,
depending upon one's source, may take a variety of forms.

In Televi-

sion as a Cultural Force, Peter H. Wood emphasizes the opinion that
'' ... the medium provides an escape and a release into a world of

fan- ~

tasy-fantasy which often gains its power as a heightened and intensi- ~
fie~. versi·on of reality." 3 Susan Sontag suggests that " ... it (televi- v
'-""" - sion) really changes the way people pay attention and, in effect, v
damages powers of concentration ..... People may have a different way of
using their minds as a result of watching television.
a neurol~gical retraining .... "4 _/

It's almost like

Paul Kurtz, in heated comment, offers his own response to the v
suggestion that television comedy and drama may alter a viewer's

ideas ~

of real i ty: )
... many scriptwriters warp reality by portraying the world
from their own personal points of view ..... The media have
-..)

3

Peter H. Wood, "Television as Dream," in Television as a Cultural Force, ed. Douglass Cater (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1976),

PP. 2.1-22.

4susan Sontag, "Young People Have Less Intellectual Energy,"
U.S. News and World Report, July 9, 1979, p. 69.

3

4
become sacred because they deal with the real~ of the
imagination ..... Watching the tube is replacing analysis.
Imagery is replacing language and symbols ..... People read
less and watch more, and its undermining their ability to
judge ideas.5
However, Paula Fass, in reference to possible effects of television exposure, leaves the question

open~

Daily exposure to television means that the views, the conventions, the sensibilities purveyed on the screen get not only
maximum potential exposure but constant repetition, hourly,
daily, weekly, yearly. If there was ever a vehicle which
would create a public mind, this surely must be it. But does
/ it? .... Public symbols may have private meanings.6
(-George Gerbner and Larry Gross in a recent critique of televisian, and in reporting of their various survey results, indicate that
television constantly presents a world of clarity and simplicity, a

v

world in which crises are usually resolved, problems are inevitably

v

v

solved, rewards and punishments follow quickly and logically, and justice always seems to triumph.

Unlike the real wor.ld, where personali- ,.,...

ties are complex and motives ambiquous, te.levision

1

S

central characters

are clearly defined (e.g. dedicated or corrupt, selfless or ambitious)
and the plot lines follow the most commonly accepted conditions of
morality and justice. ~
Utilizing survey methodology, Gerbner and Gross compared t he
responses of light (two hours or less per day) and heavy (four or mo re
5Paul Kurtz,
Some Peop 1e Believe Anything They See ' on TV, ''
U.S. News and World Report, May 21, 1979, pp. 52-54.
6Paula S. Fass, Television as a Cultural Doc umen t: Promi ses
and Problems,•• in Cater, Television as a Cultural Force, p. 55.
11 1

11

7

/

Viewer,

11

v

1

George Gerbner and Larry Gross, "The Scary World of TV s Heavy
Psychology Today 9 {April 1976): 44.

5

hours per day) television viewers to questions concerning population,
occupation, and social conditions.

Upon determining (through content

analysis) that the leading characters in American television programs
are nearly always American, respondents were asked to estimate
centage of the world's population living in the United States.
television viewers tended to overestimate.

per-

th~

Heavy
I

Upon establishing that

fessional/managerial roles make up approximately twice as large a

pro- ~
pro ~

portion of the labor force on television as they do in reality, re-

v

spondents were asked to estimate what percentage of Americans are in
professional positions.
ed.

Heavy viewers again considerably

overestimat- ~

Heavy viewers also . tended to overestimate the number of

employed in law enforcement.

males ~

Even when the methodology controlled for

such alternative sources of information as education and newspaper
reading, heavy television viewers still showed a significant effect.
In response to questions concerning social conditions, heavy viewers
thought the world to be more dangerous and frightening, were less
trustful of people, and had an exaggerated sense of risk and insecurity.

Based upon these responses and their research in general, Gerb-

ner and Gross, in conclusion, emphasize that (television can certainly v
coAfirm or encourage certain views of the world, and that the effect

v

of television should be measured not just in terms of immediate change v
in behavior, but also by its cultivation of social perceptions. 8 v
The Report to the Surgeon General on Television and Violence
(1972) offers similar opinion:
8 Ibid., p. 45-46.

6

It is conceivable that prolonged exposure of large populations
to television violence may have very little immediate effect
on the crime rate, but that such exposure may interact with
qther influences in the society to produce increased casualness
about violence which permits citizens to regard with increased J
indifference actual suffering in their own or other societies, ,
and to reflect that indifference in major political and econom- :
1c decisions.9
In general terms, Michael Real has coined the phrase "mass-medi ated culture" to encompass ' cul ture," in the form of w1despread sym1

bols, rhythms, ·beliefs, and practices, and its transmission from a
single source through the media to the mass population.

Thus "mass-

mediated culture" refers to expressions of culture as they are received
from contemporary mass media, and as expostulated by Mr. Real, massmediated culture has the power to shape behavior and beliefs, to maintain or modify the arrangement of society, and to play an important
part in shaping personal, group, and international life. 10
The effect of mass culture on individuals corrupts and distorts
the entire range of human perceptions, expressions and sensibilities .... Manipulation of the imagination restricts perceptions of reality to stan~ardized and trivialized stereotypes
at the same time that it reduces the ability to fantasize and
to distinguish fantasy from reality.11
For Real then, mass media presents frames of reference, a
grounding for personal experience, and a "horizon or lens for viewing
and interpreting everyday life."

And these frames of reference can be

9oougl as A. Fuchs and Jack Lyle, "Mass Media Portrayal-Sex and
Violence," in Current Perspecti:ves in Mass Communication Research , ed.
F. Gerald Kline and Phillip J. Tichenor (Beverly Hills. Sage Publications, Inc., 1972), p. 261.
10 Michael Real, Mass Mediated Culture (Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey: Pre nt i ce- Ha 11 , 19 77 ) , p. vi i i .
11 Ibid., pp. 4-20.

7

established through an extensive examination of general types of programs, a "genre" analysis if you will, employing content analysis as
well as specific literary considerations of settings, characterizations .
and plots.

Mr. Real does in fact apply such an approach to the now de- ,

funct "Marcus Welby medical serial, but in a rather emotionalized,
11

biased manner.

A similar, more recent approach employed by Frank

Mankiewicz and Joel Swerdlow in Remote Control, considers the medical,
legal and law enforcement genres.

A description of ·their ana1yses

well establishes the distortions alluded to by Mr. Real.
In reference to the medical genre, the television doctor, as
described in Remote Control, tends to be represented as a skilled, confident, seldom incorrect diagnostician.

Within one hour, or perhaps

ninety minutes, he (or she) will diagnose a patient, effect a complete
cure, and successfully treat the patient's emotional life.

Interaction

between doctor and the hospital staff is minimal, and both the doctor
and the hospital seem to have no other patients in their care.

Dis-

· cussions concerning fee payment and insurance are almost nonexistent.
In reality, doctors have mixed reactions to television treatment of their profession.

They realize that their patients are more

knowledgeable than ever before, but at the same time the patients tend
to make somewhat unreasonable demands.

There is frequent insistence

upon the same treatment received by a television patient; and often, as
a matter of course, a quick, painless total cure is expected.
In real life, a doctor can seldom diagnose with absolute certainty--or with speed .... Being sick means feeling sick, usually, and for quite a while .... some illnesses and body malfunctions can be only partly cured and relieved, and some

I

8

kill. On many counts, going to a doctor in real life does not
measure up to what is seen on the screen in the living room
every night.12
Television lawyers, continuing with the Mankiewicz and Swerdlow
analysis, present further distortion in that attorneys are presented in
only two roles.
One, in the

11

Perry Mason" tradition, will devote himself to one

client at a time, and right a terrible wrong in the process, usually
via some climatic confrontation in the courtroom.

His client is almost

always wrongfully accused · of crime, no fee is discussed, and an entire
law firm becomes devoted to one particular client at a time.

An addi-

tional role in which lawyers are cast appears on the police programs.
The attorney represents criminals (not defendants, but criminals), and
often participates in and counsels illegal schemes and conspiracies.
Needless to say, both roles present an exaggerated view against which
reality will inevitably suffer.

And within the related area of crimin-

al justice and law enforcement may well be found additional distortions.
Real police, as discussed by Mankiewicz and Swerdlow, are not
nearly so successful as their television counterparts.

Seemingly epl-

sode after episode all crimes are solved, capture by the police means
that with swift certainty the criminal has been brought to justice, and
the bad guy is either captured or is killed.
procedures seem to be ignored.

All action seems to be reduced into the

arrest of the alleged criminal, the inevitable
able

11

booking ...

Further, all post-arrest

11

frisk 11 and the inevit-

Very little concern is given to the various time-con-

12 Mankiewicz and Swerdlow, Remote Control, pp. 322-323.

I

9

•

suming aspects of post-arrest procedure--arraignment, bail, plea bargaining, pleading, preparation for trial, pretrial testimony, motions,
jury selection, the trial itself, the verdict, the probations report,
the sentence, appellate · motions and dJspositions, and perhaps the actua 1 ser'!i ng of a sentence., .
• I

The resulting assumption becomes the misconception that the
criminal is behind bars to stay.

Ignored is the possibility that post-

arrest procedures do not work well, that a jury may fail to reach a
verdict or that it may acquit, or that probation or a minimum sentence
may result from a guilty verdict.

It may well be that current frustra-

tions with the problems of the criminal justice system may be traceable
to the assumption, as produced by television, that all post-arrest procedures are successfully and swiftly completed following the arrest at
the end of the program.

In fact, the great majority of people convict-

ed of crimes do not serve sentences, and the overwhelming majority of
people who commit crimes are not arrested. 13
Mankiewicz and Swerdlow allude to the facts that real policemen
are almost unanimous about the lack of realism in television police
work.

There exists a great distortion in reference to what police offi-

cers actually do.

Police work is tedious and slow; the primary enemies

are boredom, psychological ·strain, emotional problems and fear (the
police suicide rate ranks second only to physicians in this country).
And perhaps the most potent difference between television police and
reality, and the one that may contribute most to feelings of irritation
13 Ibid., pp. 323-325.

10
and failure with respect to law enforcement, is .that the television
police never fail to solve a case or capture a criminal.
The major conclusion of a 1977 study by Alan F. Arcuri is that
the romanticized portrayal of police on the one hand helps · their image,
but on ·the other ironically leads the public to expect too much.
Arcuri alludes to a· 1974 study by

G~

Mr.

J. M. ~ochford indicating:

Perhaps because of the influence of movies and television programs, where police investigations a~e brought to a swift and
neat conclusion, citizens expect each and every crime to be
successfully concluded. In fact, the pat solution of most
crimes is not possible.14
Recent studies sponsored by the Federal Law Enforcement Assistance Administration; as alluded to by Mankiewicz and Swerdlow, indicate that in real life most cases are never solved, and that, in fact,
most of the time no one even attempts to solve a crime.

"Less than

half of the reported felonies could be said to be worked on by an inp.

vestigator," indicates the report, "and the great majority of cases
that are actively investigated receive less than one day's attention."
Most investigations receive

11

no more than supervisorial attention."

The report continues, "It is not appropriate to view the role of investigators as that of solving crimes."

The single most important de-

terminant of whether or not a case will be solved is the information
the victim supplies to the immediate responding patrol officer.

If in- :

formati.on that uniquely identifies the perpetrator is not provided immediately, then in a large majority of cases the criminal will never be
14 Alan F. Arcuri, "You Can't Take Fingerprints Off Water: Police Officers' View Toward 'Cop' Television Shows," Human Re1ations
30 (March 1977): 241-43.

11
identified.

The priority thus goes to cases "in which the investiga-

tor•s steps are obvious from the facts related to the incident report."
In other words, the easiest-to-solve crimes get the most attention-because there is some hope of solving them. 15
With respect to specific legal aspects of criminal justice, the
distortion and misconception continues.

Most television viewers do not

want reminders that crime is complicated and that such slow-moving measures as "work-furloughs,
on recidivism rates.

11

for example, can have an appreciable impact

Thus, in order not to confuse the audience with

such concerns, the television so1ution to crime must be swift and concise--jail.

As Mankiewicz and ·Swerdlow purport:

The largest audience can be delivered to the advert1ser not by
a challenge to patience and understanding, but by escapism and
the opportunity to see collective prejudices and fantasies fulfilled. Television needs (in order to deliver that aud1ence)
the visible and the easily explicable, and neither quality
characterizes the real causes and possible cures where our
present deficiencies in the administration of justice are concerned.l6
Home- or work-furloughs, to use the same example, are rarely
mentioned in television drama.

There are impressive statistics indi-

eating the success of these programs, but such success lacks "action."
Thus these activities are largely ignored in television entertainment.
The same unfortunate treatment is also accorded parole.

In reality,

the parole privilege is a mixed blessing, depending upon its utilization by law enforcement officials.

On television, parolees ar e almost

15 M k. .
an 1ew1cz an d Swer dl ow, Remote Control, pp. 334-338.
16 Ibid., p. 340.

12

inevitably abused--the pressures and problems fac ed by parolees are not
explained, they unavoidably become ''repeaters ·. ''
But perhaps the most significant failure in television's treatment of the administration of justice, is in the portrayal of a criminal justice system that

exi~ts

without plea-bargaining .

It has become

physically impossible to dispose of more than a fraction of the crimina 1 matters which come before. t~e authorities in a routine way (vi a
jury tr·ial).

If it were not for plea-bargaining, the opport unity to

enter a plea of 11 guilty 11 to lesser offense (as bargained between the
prosecution and the defense), then trials would take years.

As poi nted

out in Remote Control, plea-bargaining has in fact become the heart of
our criminal justice system- - about 90 percent of all cri mi nal indict ments are resolved by plea-bargaining.

The lack of tel evision' s con-

sideration of this pervasive procedure further contributes t o the gap
between expectation and reali t y.
In terms of

Constitut1on~l

rights and responsib i lities, tel e-

vision's treatment again promotes misconceptions.

Audiences, engross -

ed in the action-filled drama, or preoccupied with viol ence, fail t o
notice blatant compromises of Constitutional rights--i l l egal searches,
confessions obtained by coercion, or failures to provi de co unsel . At
the University of Massachusetts professors Ethan Ka tch and Stephen
Arons video-taped examples of 1llegal police activi t y and showed the
tape to classes of pre-law studen ts.
of the

11

Mos t of t he students , all mem ers

Television Generation,. " did not understand why the video -tape

was worthy of note.

Even wi th clu es from the professo rs , few of the

13
students could specify what co·nstitutional rights had been compro. d . 17
m1se
Mankiewicz and Swerdlow allude to television's presentation of
the

11

cism.

Miranda" decision in crime drama as reason for additional critiThe Miranda ''Rule" requires police to tell a suspect before any

questioning that he has a right to remain silent, and that he has a
right to an attorney.

The purpose is obvious:

to keep the police from

extracting a confession by force or by the threat of force.

Television

presents Miranda as something that has to be put up with, as demeaning
and distracting the police while they seemingly should be busier with
more important things.

This very basic protection of human rights is

presented as a hinderance to 1aw enforcement operation, wher·eas, a11
of the available studies show that Miranda has not in any way hampered
police work. 18
The television viewer then is subject to a variety of misconceptions and distortions in terms of specific aspects of the criminal
justice system and, perhaps to a lesser extent, the medical profession.
Additional misrepresentation can also be found in an examination of
television's situation comedies.

The characters in these ''situations"

are primarily proletarian or perhaps a generation or two into the mid- /
dle class.

They are emotional, effusive, warm, and conduct their re-

lationships with earthy directness.

And what they basically convey to

the television audience is that they believe in the traditional values
17 Ibid. , p. 34 7.
18
Ibid., pp. 348-351.

14
of home, family, and hard work.

Social change may provoke occasional /

confrontations, but it does not break the family connection.

The

family endures and optimistically muddles through the urban crisis together.

And television ladles all of this out at a time when families

in the real world are disintegrating; when children are moving out
earlier and going· further away; when young peop 1e are picking apart the
traditional fabric of home, family, and the work ethic; when pessimism
seems to be more justified than optimism.

And the situational comedies,

especially when combined with television drama in general

present a

misrepresentation of the real world that consistently contains stock
characters (75 percent are male, mostly single, middle- and upper-class
white Americans in their 20's or 30's) and a narrow range of simplistic
plots. 19
Also in reference to television's situational comedies, Leckenby and Surlin have examined how race and social class characteristics
affect the viewer's perception of television programs which purport to
present a "slice-of-life" approach to entertainment programming.

In

two different cities, Atlanta and Chicago, wide-ranging interviews were
conducted and responses analyzed in order to determine whether or not
there were any antecedent group characteristics (e.g., race, social
class, geographical region, personality characteristics) which affect
perceptions of, in this case,

tv~o

11

Slice-of-life" situational comedies,

"Sanford and Son 11 and "All in the Family."

In terms of perceived

19
stephanie Harrington, "Life in the Imaginary City," Harper•s,
December 1975, p. 39.

15
reality of these two programs, it was found that l owe r- class, white
Atlantans were in significantly greater agreeme nt t hat "Sanford and
Son" revealed how people, particularly bl acks, reall y behaved in . their
daily life.
that for

11

Also, the results of their survey methodol ogy i nd i cated

All in the Family," middle-class, black Chicagoans we re most

accepting of the reality of the characters in the program.

Differences
in perceived reality of racial attitudes were also det ermi ned . 20
Based upon their findings, Leckenby and Surlin develo p a "mar-

ginal man" hypothesis which historically defines th e "marg i na l man" in
our middle-class, white dominated society as the middle-cl ass bl ack
and lower class white.

~

suggest that the "margina l man" viewer,

''through a lack of self confi dence in his ab i lity to know what actual l y
happens in the middle-class, white dominated society , " combined with
his desires to fully partake i n this society, will be more apt to accept the reality of television

programs~

...-

This unique perspective would

affect their perceptions of society as projected by telev i sion , the
phenomenon becoming ' potentially damaging when the se t el evision pro1

grams de al with characters which express strong st ereotyped attitudes
about race relations and marriage relationshi ps ." 21
/

Gary Heald also approaches the pos s ibility of stereotype atti -

---

20 John D. Leckenby and Stua rt H. Surl in . Race and Social Clas
Differences in Perceived Reality of Soci all y Re l evant Television Pror ams f or Adults in Atlan t a and Chi ca o (Arli ngton, VA : ERIC Document
Reproduction Service, ED 108 264 , 1975 , p. 8-9.
21 Ibid., p. 14.

16

tudes as a result of television
made between

11

primary 11 and

11

exposur~Initially

a distinction is

Secondary 11 information sources.

Primary

sources (e.g. the mass media) are those that are shared by large societal aggregates and which provide largely undifferentiated messages.
In contrast, secondary

sourc~s

(e.g. family, friends) are more indi-

vidualized thus allowing diverse, specialized information to be disseminated.

Heald's study then addresses the consequences, among grade

school children, of hearing about work roles from a shared primary
source such as

television~

As postulated, evidence was found support-

ing the prediction that{;oung persons receiving a proportionally larger
part of their information-from primary sources tend to have more stereotypic views of occupational roles in our society. 22
\

Michael Novak, in rather zealous comment, observes that television, 'as a teacher of expectations, speeds up the rhythm of attention
__:__./

and any act in competition with television must approach the same acceleration.

Television both serves and reinforces a fast-paced, laugh-

packed sensibility.

Invalid behavior models are formed in that the

constraints under which television writers must operate, time and competitive pressures, prevent the realistic development of the complicated motivations, internal conflicts and inner contradictions within
human relations.

Television functions as an instrument of national-

ization, of homogenization, of a certain inaccuracy about the multifaceted texture of life in our society.

Because the medium is a world

22 Gary Robert Heald, uTelevision and Children's Images of Occupational Roles," Dissertation Abstracts International 1977, 38 (3A):
1085.

17

of high profit, the myths of the

upw~rdly

mobile and the tastes of the

affluent govern the visual symbols we receive.

Television is primarily

a world of intellectuals--peopled with college-educated persons, professionals, experts, thinkers, authorities and celebrities.

The medi-

um, according to these obseryations by Novak, contains an inherent
class bias that distorts our perceptions of society and the people
23
within it.
Various distortions and misconceptions may also result from
psychological effects of the mass media

i~

general (of .whith televi-

~of'

sian, due to its ubiquitousness, may well be the primary influence).
Toffler, in his 1970 treatise, F~tu;e Shock, 24 offers definitive suggestions that still have relevance almost ten years later.
11

We form

Vicarious relationships" with both real and fictional people magnified

and projected by the mass media, just as we form mental/emotional relationships with friends and neighbors .

.~ And

just as the ••through-put of
11

real people in our lives is increasing, and the duration of our average
relationship with them is decreasing, the same is true of our ties with
the vicarious people who populate our minds.

Events, movtng faster,

constantly thrust new persona1ities into our conscious and unconscious.
( We form behavior patterns and deduce lessons from these relationships,
hence

11

the accelerated flow-through of vicarious people cannot but con-

tribute to the instability of personality patterns among many real
23
Michael Novak, ''Television Shapes the Soul ,u Television Quarterly 4 (Winter 1975): 68-73.
24
Alvin Toffler, Future Shock (New York: Random House, 1970),
pp. 152-181, 343-367.

18

people who have difficulty in finding a suitable life style"/

This can

be extended as an indication that, because of the transience of image
assimilation, the very concepts and codes in terms of which we think,
our very views of reality, are turning over at an ever-accelerating
pace.

Distortion may well become inevitable.
Image-bearing stimuli, as suggested by Toffler, are of two dis-

tinct types, "coded" and "uncoded".

Uncoded information consists of

those messages (received by individuals) which are not man-made, were
not designed by anyone to · communicate anything, and are not dependent
upon social signs and definitions for understanding (e.g., those messages occurring in nature).

Coded messages, on the other hand, are any

which depend upon social convention for their meaning.

The ratio of

uncoded messages received by the ordinary person has declined in favor
of coded messages, and most of these coded messages emanate from the
mass media and have been artfully designed by communication experts.
The engineered message is free of unnecessary repetition, is highly
purposive, contains maximized informational content, and by its very
design becomes, at the whim of the designer, a source of misconception
and distortion of "uncoded

11

reality.

Klapper and Hiebert also offer comment concerning aspects of
the mass media which could lead to misrepresentation.
mass communication

11

In general,

the existing attitudes, tastes, predis-

r~inforces

positions and behavioral tendencies of its audience members. 1125
25

In a

Joseph T. Klapper, The Social Effects of Mass Communications," in Basic Readin s in Communication Theor , ed. C. David Mortenson (New York: Harper and Row, 1973 , p. 191.
11
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free enterprize system, the media tend to avoid offending any significant portion of their vast audience, and tend to espouse attitudes that
are already virtually universal.

One result is social conformity,

weakening of individualism, and decreased tolerance of differences. 26
Klapper continues:
Monopoly propaganda ... is exercised in the United States ... in
regard to those social attitudes which govern the audience's
daily life and social interaction ... the major source of this
monopoly propaganda is the entertainment content of mass
media; its goal and main effect seems to be the maintenance
and reaffirmation of the status quo ... the commercial agencies
are giants indigenous to a social system which they have no
desire to change (noted by: informal observers and rigidly
scientific investigators, e.g. Lazarsfeld, Morton, Berelson,
Salter, Lowenthal, James Farrell).27
In all of these approaches, involving considerations of the
medical, legal, and law enforcement genres, the situational comedies,
and considerations of general psychological effects of the mass media,
"perceptions of reality 11 (as provided by television) emerges as one of
the most prevalent themes.

Various studies, involving both children

and adults as subjects or respondents, provide additional information
concerning use of

11

perceptions of reality 11 as a viable consideration.

Felipe Korzenny, in 1975, undertook a study in Mexico City in
order to assess the effectiveness of several independent variables in
26 Ray Eldon Hiebert, Donald F. Ungurait and Thomas W. Bohn,
Mass Media (New York: Davis McDay Company, 1974), p. 60.
27 Joseph T. Klapper, 11 Mass Media and Persuasion," in The
Process and Effects of Mass Communication, ed. Wilbur Schramm-riTrbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1965), pp. 301-302.
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predicting the perception of television content as rea1.

28

A further

step analyzed the relationship between the perception of television
violence as real and aggressive predispositions of young viewers.

Two

hundred and seventy-three Mexican children i.n the third and sixth
grades were administered questionnaires.

Eleven hypotheses were test-

ed with respect to eleven independent variables as predictors of the
perception of reality of television.

The independent variables were:

real life experiences with television content, socioeconomic status,
grade in school, age,

sex~

GPA, the use of television for relaxation,

learning and companionship, exposure, and the influence of significant
others.

A twelfth hypothesis was concerned with the perception of

reality of television at three different levels of abstraction:

TV in

general, content areas of TV, and six specific characters, groups of
characters or behaviors on specific television shows.

The final hy-

pothesis predicted that as the perception of reality of television increased, aggressive predispositions in young viewers would also increase.
Korzenny found that:

1) The perception of reality of televi-

sian increased with the use of television for learning and companionship, general TV exposure, and with the influence of significant
others; 2) The perception of reality of television decreased as socioeconomic status, grade in school, age, and GPA increased; 3) No consistent relationship was found between the perceptions of television
28
Felipe Korzenny. The Perceived Realit of Television and Agressive Predispositions Among Children in Mexico.
Arl1ngton, VA:
ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 12 336, 1976), p. 3.
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reality with real life experiences, the use of television for relaxation, or the sex of the viewers; 4) The perception of reality of television violence did not correlate consistently with measures of aggressive predispositions; 5) For those children high in the perception of
reality of television violence there was not a consistent relationship
between exposure to television violence and aggressive predispositions;
and 6) It was found that the best predictors of the perception of TV
reality were the influence of significant others (interpersonal
sources), grade in school and age, and to a lesser extent GPA and the
use of TV for companionship.
A related study, by Hawkins and Pingree in 1977, utilized nursery, first, third and sixth grade respondents, and determined (not
surprisingly) that children generally realize as they grow older that
most television programs present fiction and not pictures of real
Of somewhat greater interest, they also found that a decrease

events.

with age does not occur, between nursery and sixth grade, concerning
children's perception of the similarity of television family characters
and events to those of the real world.

Also, nursery school children

were found to believe television to be less like real life than children in the other three grades. 29
Additional studies have also specifically approached perceptions of television reality.
29

Osborn and Endsley linked the perception

Robert Parker Hawkins and Suzanne Pingree, "The Dimensional
of Children's Perceptions of Television Reality," Communicatlon Research 4 (July 1977): 299-317.
S~ructure
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of television programs as more real with greater fright and involvement.30
Sari Thomas, in analyzing the results of open-ended interviews
with high-school and college educated women between the ages of eighteen and thirty-five, found that women without a college education were
more likely to consider daytime serials to be accurate reflections of
reality.

In general, less educated women identified with, learned from

and based value reinforcement upon the contents of daytime "soap
operas. 1131
Donohue and Donohue specifically approached perceptions of reality in a 1977 study involvin.g black, white, white
ally disturbed adolescents.

11

gifted and emotion11

The research initially alludes to previous

studies indicating that perceptions of television reality among adelescents were significantly related to aggressive attitudes; that females
to a small extent perceive television to be more realistic than young
males; and that children from lower socioeconomic environments indicate
more belief in the reality of television dramatic content.

Prior re-

search was also noted which provided evidence that those of higher intelligence exhibited lower perceived reality, and, concerning racial
differences, blacks judged certain authority figures (e.g. lawyers,
fathers) as more real than did whites.
30 D. K. Osborn and R. C. Endsley, Emotional Reactions of
Young Children to TV Violence," Child Development 42 (March 1971):
321-331.
31 sari Thomas, "The Relationship Between Daytime Serials and
Their Viewers, 11 Dissertation Abstracts International 1978, 38 (11A):
6383 .·
11
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Having thus cited previous related studies, Donohue and Donohue
operationalized perceptions of reality in television at three levels of
abstraction:

1. general television stereotypes (e.g. mothers, fathers,

blacks, foreigners, lawyers, teachers, teenagers), 2. general situations (e.g. marriage, dating, employment, families), 3. specific characters (e.g. Bunker, Sanford).

Adolescent respondents between the ages

of eleven to sixteen were then asked to judge the various concepts
listed and to mark on a seven-point scale (ranging from "extremely unreal" to ''extremely real

11
)

the degree of approximation to real life.

Results supported the hypothesis that blacks and emotionally disturbed
would judge television to be more real than whites and white ''gifted.

11

Blacks perceived an authority/responsibility role dimension (e.g.
lawyers, fathers) to be significantly more real than whites (primarily
because, as suggested by Donohue and Donohue, blacks have less opportunity to interact with lawyers and are reared in a matriarchal society).

The major implication is that the less familar a person is with

a particular stereotypical image or situation, the more likely he or
she is to perceive television's portrayal to be an accurate life representation.32
Greenberg and Reeves, in a 1976 study, found (not surprisingly) that the younger child, the less intelligent child, and the avid
television viewer placed more credence in television portrayals.

The

32
William A. Donohue and Thomas R. Donohue, "Black, White,
White, Gifted, and Emotionally Disturbed Children's Perceptions of the
Reality in Television Programming, Human Relations 30 (July 1977):
609-621.
11
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perceived attitudes of the child's interpersonal contacts were found
to be positively related to the individual's own perceived reality
scores.

If the individual's sources said television characters were
33
unreal, the child's judgement followed suit.

In recent research, Dan Slater selects television portrayal
of law enforcement to consider perceptions of reality. 34 As Slater
suggests, one institution in our society with which relatively few
have had direct contact is law enforcement.

As a result most rely

upon television as a primary source of indirect information about police, crime, and law enforcement activities.

Thus, three groups with

differing levels of direct contact with police were sampled:

average

high school students with little or no direct contact or experience
with police, high school students with a high-positive level of contact with police via enrollment in a high school course in law enforcement, and high school students with a high-negative level of contact with police as a result of arrest, conviction, and probation.
A questionnaire was developed and administered to high school
students, covering television viewing habits, favorite programs, and
the perceived reality of programs.

Also included were questions de-

signed to elicit the subject's knowledge of law enforcement, state33
Bradley S. Greenberg and Byron Reeves, "Children and the
Perceived Reality of Television,' Journal of Social Issues 32 (Fall
1976): 86-97.
34
.
oan Slater, "Television and Social Reality: The Influence of
D1rect and Indirect Information on Adolescent Perceptions of Law Enforcement,~~ Dissertation Abstracts International 1978, 38 (lOA): 5781.
1
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ments designed to indicate the extent to which subjects believed the
stereotyped police behaviors seen on television, and questions relating to demographic information.

Results indicated that as direct in-

formation (contact with law enforcement activities) increased, perceived reality of police programs and stereotypical police behavior
decreased.

However, the juvenile offender group provided exception in

that they exhibited higher levels of perceived reality.

It was also

found that although subjects in the police classes were less likely to
perceive the programs as real, they nevertheless saw the programs as
generally more realistic than unrealistic.
Leifer, Graves and Gordon, in a 1975 study, attempted to discover the processes adolescents and adults use to discriminate the
applicability of television to their lives.

Interviews were conducted

in various communities with respondents from a wide variety of racial
and socioeconomic backgrounds.

Responses were illicited from four pri-

mary questions (all in reference to entertainment TV):
life is it? Why?

1) How true-to-

2) Have you ever found yourself doing or believing

something and realized you got it from watching entertainment TV?

3)

Have you sometimes gotten ideas from TV which you later found to be
false?

4) What do you think is the most true-to-life program you have

seen on television?
is realistic?

What about it is realistic?

Why do you feel it

Analyses indicated that people, in deciding what is

true-to-life or worth knowing on television, rarely relied on their
affective responses to program content or on an overall evaluation of
the credibility of television programming.

Instead, about half the

time, they relied on cues contained within a program such as who the
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actors are, quality of acting, the type of program, specific programs,
sets, costumes, plot line, individual actions, and production techniques.

The other half of the time they explicitly compared program con-

tent to information sources outside the program such as their own
knowledge of programs, television personalities, the television industry, and references to their own experience, conceivable experience,
.
by recogn1ze
. d au th or1. t.1es. 35
and information g1ven
Thus, as evidenced by research and related thought, television
....

dramatic fare, whether it · be medical drama, crime drama or situational
comedy, tends to present primarily an unrealistic portrayal of life
and society.

The industry seems to package the plots, characteriza-

tions and content of each genre into a distortion which apparently is
designed primarily for the advertisers and/ or the audience.' )

Members of the medical profession are generally presented as
errorless healers, the diagnosis is quick and correct, and hospitals
are presented as pristine clinics from which the sick and injured
usually emerge cured with minimal psychological after-effects.
insurance and bi 11 s are never di scusseV

And

Of course,' it makes little

difference unless these distortions have some effect upon television
viewers.

Do the misconceptions, for example, cause people to expect

fast, efficient, errorless diagnosis from their family physicians?
Do they come to expect painless treatment and permanent cures?

Do

they expect their physicians to not only cure physiological illnesses
35
Aimee Dorr Leifer, Sherryl Browne Graves, and Neal J. Gordon.
When People Think Television is a Window on Their World. (Arlington,
VA: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 105 844, 1975), pp. 2-13.
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also psychological ones?
The legal profession suffers from television produced miscon-

ceptions in that members of the television audience may come to expect
attorneys in real life to perform as those on television.

As in prime

time, attorneys may be expected to become miraculous courtroom performers who, from case to case, not only ·con vi nee the jury of a
client's innocence, but also in a climatic revelation point out the
guilty party.

Clients may come to expect entire law firms to devote

themselves to one cause, to act as investigators, to travel the
country searching for clues.
Law enforcement officials, as perceived by the television view1ng public, may be expected to spend days and even weeks constantly involved in lengthy investigation leading inevitably to the apprehension
of the guilty party.

The public may come to feel that when an indi-

vidual is arrested, the guilty party has been found and will soon be
put behind bars.

Very little thought is given to the intricate,

lengthy processes that follow--both the necessary procedures of the law
enforcement officials and the procedures of the criminal justice systern in general.

f

And, in terms of general effects, the television viewing pub-

lic has become innundated by the mass production of symbols and coded
messages, which represent a revolution in information and popular culture.

As espoused by George Gerbner:
Never before have so many people ... shared so much of a common
system of messages and images--and the assumptions about life,
society and the world that the system embodies--\flhile having
so little to do with creating the system. In sum, the fabric
of popular culture that relates the elements of existence of
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one another and shapes the common consciousness of what is, J
what is important, what is right and what is related to what
else is now largely a manufactured product.36
Further, (according to Dr. Edmund Carpenter, we overlook the
..._____

reality which television reveals.
transmit bits of information.

"Unlike print, television doesn't

Instead it '.transports' the vi ewer.

11

It takes the viewer on a trip, participating solely as a dreamer, in
no way responsible for events that occur.
dream.

11

All television becomes a

11
-

Television is actually a blind medium. We may think of it as
visual, recording a world "out there." But it really records
a world within. Sight surrenders to insight, and dream replaces outer reality. Television, far from expanding consciousness, repudiates it in favor of the dream ... It turns
thoughts inward .... Those who prefer this inner reality live
in a world apart. They find life heartlessly indifferent to
the needs of their independent life.37
36 George Gerbner, 11 Communication and Social Environment,"
Scientific American, September 1972, p. 154.
37 John Carden, "Reality and Television: An Interview with Dr.
-" Edmund Carpenter," Television Quarterly 1 (Fall 1972): 42-43.

III. SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY
The pervasiveness of television, and the resulting influence
upon the television consumer necessitates additional research.

Any

influence of such size should to some extent affect the perceptions
of those exposed to it.

And if percepti.ons are influenced, a modifi-

cation in behavior becomes the final logical outcome.

Individuals, as

a result of varying degrees of television exposure, may develop different perceptions of, for example, law enforcement officials, attorneys, and/or members of the medical profession.

As a result of these

perceptions, the individual may react differently in interpersonal
and intergroup

r~lationships

with members of these professions.

Further, an individual may develop various misconceptions concerning the very make-up of society itself.

How the individual reacts

in society, the general psychological behavior of the individual in a
constant variety of social situations, will be partially determined
by these misconceptions.

Social behavior is, of course, shaped by

additional influences--peer groups, parental influences, and/or educational experiences.

But members of these groups themselves are sub-

ject to the pervasive influence of television.

It becomes important

then to determine to what extent the perceptions of individuals are
influenced by television, and differentiations thereof.
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IV. PROBLEM DEFINITION
A general explanation of the problem, leading to the formulation of specific research hypotheses, can best be approached beginning with an explanation of previous research conducted by the
author. 38 An attempt was made to determine the extent to which individuals felt specific television fare to be reflections of real life.
Two specific research questions were considered:

Do individuals of

high school age feel that television drama presents an accurate portrayal of society?

Do differences exist between male and female

perceptions?
Question~aires

(see Appendix A) were administered to 222 male

and female high school juniors and seniors.

The questionnaires were

handed out in class by cooperative teachers, were basically selfexplanatory, and requested responses to television drama as opposed
to television news, documentary, sports or special presentations.
Respondents were advised that the questionnaire had been prepared to
collect data concerning television viewing habits, and that its primary purpose was to determine how people feel about television.

Re-

spondents were asked to indicate on a scale their agreement or disagreement with various statements.

Likert-type items were developed

38
John M. Davis, "The Development and Analysis of a Survey
Instrument to Determine Television Perceptions of Realitye'" (Research
report, University of Central F1orida, 1978.)
30
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consisting of questions in three categories:
upon A.
general.

c.

specific programs (based

Nielson Company ratings), program types and television in
Through subsequent analysis, the most responsive types of

questions could be determined.

Average daily viewing times were soli-

cited from each respondent in order to determine familiarity with television in general.

Sex of respondents was obtained as required.

questionnaire, before presentation to actual

respondent~,

The

was tested

for clarity through various trials.
Of the 222 observed respondents, 116 female and 105 were male.
In reference to viewing time, 33 males indicated an average daily
viewing time of less than one hour, 42 indicated one to two hour daily
averages, and 30 males viewed television for more than two hours per
day.

36 females viewed television less than one hour per day, 43

viewed for one to two hours per day, and 37 females vie Jed for more
than two hours per day.

A chi - square analysis, comparing male and fe-

male viewing times, provided results indicating no significant differences at either p less than .05 or p less than .01 (x 2=2.87, df=2).
Thus, additional male/female comparisons were made without consideration of differentiations resulting from viewing time.
Frequency counts were made of all question responses (25 items
with Likert responses obtained for each item--strongly agree, agree,
neutral, disagree, strongly disagree) in order to determine which
questions solicited the most applicable responses.

Those items in

each category of questions (specific programs, program types, general
television) which yielded large numbers of omissions (b anks) and
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neutral responses were discarded for further analysis.

Based on the

frequency counts, percentages were obtained in order to determine the
combined male/female response for each selected item in each category.
The items were then subjected to chi-square analysis comparing male
and female strongly agree; agree/strongly disagree; disagree respon ses.
In this manner general perceptions of television reality could be obtained, as well as male and female differentiations.

The individual

items and their respective analyses were as follows.
11 The things that happen on Baretta happen in real police departments,11 the first item analyzed (from the specific program category), yielded 43% male agreement (combining strongly agree and agree)
compared to 41% female agreement, and 57% male disagreement compared
to 59% female disagreement (combining strongly disagree and disagree).
Chi-square indicated no significant differences at either the .05 or
.01 level (x 2=.1, df=1).

The second item analyzed, also from the spe-

cific program category, ''Kojak provides a look at how a real police department works, 11 yielded 48% male agreement compared to 38% female
agreement, and 52% male disagreement compared to 62% female disagreement.

Chi-square indicated no significant differences at either the

.05 or .01 level (x 2=1.25, df=1).
The next three questions, two from the program type category
and one from the general category, were as follows:

"Families, as

portrayed in television drama, are realistic portrayals of families in
our society, 11 "Police departments, as portrayed in television drama,
are accurate portrayals of police departments in real life," and
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11

Television drama in general presents a realistic representation of

life in our society."

The male agreement responses for each item were

respectively 19%, 18% and 21%, compared to fema le agreement responses
of 23%, 22% and 27%.

The male disagreement responses of 77%, 78% and

73%.

Chi-square again yielded no significant differences between male
and female responses at .05 or .01 (x 2=2.28, .46, .68, df=I).
The sixth item,

11

Television provides a large variety of models

from which the behavior of people may be judged," yielded 56% male
agreement compared to 26%· female agreement, and 44% male disagreement
compared to 74% female disagreement.

Chi-square indicated a difference at the .01 level between male/female responses (x2=16.28, df=1).
The seventh item, "People around you are basically similar to the
people on television," yielded 73% male agreement, 74% female agreement, 27% male disagreement, 26% female disagreement.
dicated no significant difference (x 2=.16, df=1).

Chi-square in-

The last item, "Crime on television is like crime in society, 11
yielded 60% male agreement, 30% female agreement, 40% male disagreement, 70% female disagreement. Chi-square indicated significant differences at .01 level (x 2=15.52, df=l).
The following conclusions were drawn from the
sults for each question.

11

11

percentage re-

Both males and females tended to neither

agree or disagree v1ith the Baretta representation of real police departments.

They were not sure in either direction concerning their

perceptions of reality relative to police activities as presented on
television.

Males had no sign ificant opinions as to the representa-
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tions of police departments on Kojak, whereas females tended to feel
that the representations are not accurate portrayals of reality.
Both males and females felt that families are not realistic
as presented in television drama.

Also, both males and females indi-

cated that police departments in general were not accurately represented on television.
In reference to the general question as to whether television
presents a realistic view of life in our society, both males and females tended to disagree; · however, both groups tended to feel that
people in the real world are like people on televisio n.
In two instances males and females felt differently (as evidenced by chi-square analyses).

Males felt that television can pro-

vide models for behavior, while females felt that it cannot; and, males
felt that crime on television was like crime in society, while females
indicated the opposite opinion.

Therefore, in terms of the responses

to the survey instrument used, high school juniors and seniors tended
to feel that television drama did not present an accurate portrayal of
society.

With the exception of two items, there were no significant
I

differences 1 between males and females.
The study, approaching the question of perceptions of television reality in a somewhat inchoate manner, had its weak points.
Basically the specific items in the questionnaire probably did not
sufficiently examine accurate perceptions of those to whom the questionnaire was presented.

The items were much too general and not ade-

quately subtle to solicit true perceptions concerning to what extent
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an individual felt television true-to-life.

The content of the ques-

tionnaire, for example, should not have asked specifically if the respondent felt television to present an accurate portrayal of society
or any of its elements (e.g. the police, the family).

Also, the study

should have relegated itself to only one facet, law enforcement for
example.

And the respondents, if any generalizations were to emerge,

should have represented a sample which offered a wider cross-section
of demographic characteristics.

The challenge of subsequent re-

search becomes to develop -a refined, subtle survey instrument which
will objectively measure the perceptions of individuals.

V. HYPOTHESES
In response to problems encountered in pr ev i ous research,
this study devotes itself to how television influences an individual's view of society in reference to a specific fa cet of that society--law enforcement.

This f acet of society was sel ected primarily

because a comparatively small number of individual s i n our society
have had direct contact with crime and/o r the police.

As a result

television, as well as other media to a lesser ext ent, has become a
primary information source about law enfo rceme nt.
The extent to which t elevision influ ences an individual's perceptions of violence in the social environme nt was also considered
worthy of investigation, pri marily because of th e prevalence of violence presented by the televi sion medium.
The procedure was

de~i gned,

and the appropr i ate samples

selected to provide data in sup port (or lac k of support) of certain
predictions.

Based upon previous problems and research, it was pre-

dicted that a non-police sampl e, consisti ng of respondents representative of the general public, would respo nd di fferent ly from a police
sample in terms of familiari ty wi th l aw enforcement operation.

Those

items dealing specifically wi th pol ice operations would provide data
to support the prediction th at, not unexpectedly, a non-police, general public sample would be less fami li ar than a police sample with law
enforcement operations:
36
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H1 Individuals representative of the general public when compared
to representatives of the police will be less familiar with
law enforcement operations.
Further, because of the influence of law enforcement misrepresentations as provided by television, it was predicted that those
among a general public sample who spend comparatively larger amounts
of time viewing television will exhibit greater misconceptions in reference to law enforcement.

There would in fact occur differences in

comparisons of average television viewing times:
H2 Individuals exhibiting greater levels of television usage,
when compared to those who view less television, will have a
greater misconception concerning law enforcement and its
operation.
A third prediction was made concerning an individual's fear
of violence in society.

Because of the proliferation of television in

society, because of the prevalence of violent themes presented by
that medium, and because of related findings in previous research, it
was predicted that heavy television viewers develop misconceptions
concerning violence and its possible role in their lives.

Differences

were predicted in terms of television usage:
H3 Individuals exhibiting greater levels of television usage,
when compared to those who view less television, will exhibit
a tendency to feel a greater threat of violence in society.
Thus three hypotheses were formed which, i f appropriately supported by collected data, woul d indicate that increased television
usage may produce misconceptions specifically of law enforcement, and
may produce additional misconceptions concerning the prevalence of
violence in society.
Two additional variables, sex and educational level of respon-
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dents, were determined to be worthy of investi gation . Because of the
role which has been historically relegated to women in this society,
providing females with even less familiarity with law enforcement than
men, it was predicted that female respondents who exhibited greater
amounts of television usage would be the least famili ar with law enforcement operations:
H4 Females exhibiting greater levels of television usage, when
compared to males exhibiting similar amounts of television
usage, will exhibit greater misconceptions of law enforcement.
Educational experience which indirectly, and perhaps directly,
produces a greater familiarity with all facets of society was also
predicted to be a relevant variable.

In comparing individuals who

have similar television usage, it was predicted that those attaining
higher levels of .education would exhibit greater mi sconceptions of law
enforcement, and greater misconceptions concerning the threat of violence in society:
H5 Individuals exhibiting greater levels of telev ision usage,
and who have similar educational backgrounds , will exhibit
greater misconceptions of law enforcement and the threat of
violence in society.

VI. PROCEDURE
Pilot Survey and Questionnaire Construction
Data was collected specifically to determin e the extent to
which adult individuals felt television's portrayal of law enforcement
to be an accurate reflection of that profession in rea l l ife, and the
extent to which individuals felt the threat of viol en ce in society.
Differentiations were sought, most importantly, in terms of the respondent's daily viewing times-the average amounts of t elevision
watched each day (DTV).

Sex and educational level s of the respon-

dents were also included as additional vari able s .

Responses were

collected from the public and from the police pro fession .
A pilot
11

11

survey instrument was first de s i gned and field test-

ed (see Appendix B).

Various problems and ambiguiti es were di scovered

and subjected to correction.

Respondents for th e pilot were 59 employ-

ees of a Florida-based research agency consisting of a random mix of
J

individuals (i.e. sex, educati on and social background) .

Based upon

the responses obtained from the pilot, the in str ument was found to
contain numerous areas that may have caused in consistent interpretation.
Items number three and four, request i ng respondents to rank
various crimes as to how often t hey occ ur in society , contained a
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built-in fallacy-by the very nature of the lis t i ng the crimes may have
appeared to suggest a ranking.

The cri mes of "auto theft" and

11

rob-

bery'' were considered by respondents to be basically the same crime,
a·nd

11

aggravated as saul t 11 was viewed to be inherent part of "murder''

and ''rape. 11

Further, the use of the option "other 11 provided an op-

portunity for individuals to submit open-ended responses rather than
actually rank the crimes.

Thus these two items, attempting to obtain

an indication of conceptions of law enforcement, because of a large
number of ambiguous responses were deleted from the final survey instrument.
In item number five the phrase "some kind of violence was
11

found to be ambiguous, causing respondents to question what precisely
was meant by "violence."

Thus the parenthetical phrase, "resulting in

bodily harm" was added to the final questionnaire.

Further, the

scales used in questions six and seven were somewhat confusing due to
the type of statistical comparison requested.

The scales were changed

in order to render a more understandable scale.
Question eight was omitted due to its similarity to number ·
nine, and questions thirteen and fourteen were not i ncluded due to
misinterpretation (primarily resulting from the use of the words "frequently" and "sometimes").

Question sixteen was also omitted from the

final instrument due to its similarity to number seventeen.

The

scales in questions eighteen through twenty-two were changed to provide a wider range of choices (percentages).

Question number fifteen

was also changed to accomodate a more meaningful percentage scal e .
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Finally, questions twenty-fou r through twenty-six were omitted

due to the difficulty in interpreting and categori zing open-ended responses.

These three questions were designed to determine if an indi-

vidual respondent had an above average knowledge of law enforcement
(which could possibly contaminate their responses).

It was determined

that a random "general public" sample selection would adequately accommodate bias caused by such -knowledge.
In order to determine if the pilot survey instrument had obtained the desired data, frequency counts were made of the responses
to selected items.

Specifically in reference to questions number nine

and twelve (both of which did not seem to generate any ambiguity among
respondents):
TABLE 1
QUESTION NINE, PILOT SURVEY
Daily Viewing
(DTV)

No.

Average
Response

Less Than
One Hour

21

1.7

One-Three
Hours

22

2. 1

TABLE 2

QUESTION TWELVE , PILOT SURVEY

DTV

o.

Average
Response

Less Than
One Hour

2.1

2.4

One-Three
Hours

23

2.7
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From Table 1, the responses to item number nine indicate a difference
between those who viewed television less than one hour per week, and
those who viewed television for one to three hours per week.

Individ-

uals who viewed less television felt that police officers fired their
weapons a fewer number of times.

From Table 2, the responses to item

number twelve, concerning law enforcement undercover activities, also
indicate a difference in perception (although very slight).
An additional item (see Table 3) concerning police workloads,
on the other hand failed to show any differences:
TABLE 3

QUESTION TEN, PILOT SURVEY
DTV

No.

Average

Less Than
One Hour

21

1.5

One-Three
Hours

22

1.5

Thus, based upon the pilot survey, the survey instrument seemed to have obtained the desired types of responses.

Appropriate re-

visions to eliminate the ambiguous areas were made in order to prepare
the instrument for further sampling.

Two samples were selected for

further comparisons--law enforcement and general public.

The law en-

forcement sample, consisting of ninety members of the Orlando Police
Department, Orlando, Florida, provided individuals who had direct, factual information in reference to law enforcement activities.

The gen-

eral public sample, a total of eighty-one respondents, consisted of
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employees (22) of Sims Office Supply, Altamonte Springs, Florida, the
University of Central Florida (49), Orlando, Florida, and employees
(10) of Levitz Furniture Company, Winter Park, Florida.

The indivi du-

als in the general public sample, via randomization, represented the
average television consumer who, as an average member of society had
had little or no direct contact with law enforcement, and hence had a
minimal familiarity with police operations.
Results:

The Police Sample

The sample taken from the law enforcement agency was analyzed
via frequency counts to provide data for comparison to the general
public sample.

Sex of respondent, education al level of respondent and

the individual's DTV were not compiled.

Data from the remaining re-

vised items in the questionnaire (see Appendix C) were compiled in
order to form an authentic representation of law enforcement activities, and to obtain the police officer's view of the prevalence of
violence in society (as defined by specific items in the questionnaire).
Specifically, as compiled from a law enforcement sample of
eighty-one respondents, the average officer felt a one in fifty chance
of being involved in some kind of violence.

The average officer also

indicated rape to occur between 1,000 and 5,000 times per year, and
murder to occur with the same frequency.
presented in Table 4:

The actual tabulations are
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TABLE 4
POLICE RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS THREE, FOUR AND FIVE
Question
No.

Average
Response

3

2.4

4

4.0

5

4.0

The remaining items in the questionnaire, as responded to by
the police sample, provide a description of law enforcement operation
and of specific facets of criminal justice.

Appropriate tabulation

provided the following data:

TABLE 5
POLICE RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS SIX THROUGH SIXTEEN
Question
No.

Average
Response

6

1.4

7

1.2

8

4.0

9

1.7

10

3.7

11

3.4

12

2.0

13

1.7

14

3.0

15

4.1

16

4.1
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The data (Table 5) indicate that police officers when on duty
fire their weapons almost one and one-half ti mes annually, that police
detectives work on more than one case at a ti me, that police are probably more effective than private detectives in solving crimes, and that
most police detectives work undercover.
It was further determined (Table 5) from the sample that, in
the opinion of police officers, police detectives spend almost 50 percent of their time doing paperwork, and that almost 25 percent of reported crimes are worked on by an investigator.

Also only between 10

percent and 25 percent of individuals who commit crimes are arrested,
the guilty party is captured, tried and convicted between 25 percent
and 50 percent of the time, and 1ess than 10 percent of those convicted
actually serve sentences.
Approximately 50 percent of criminal indictments, according to
the opinions presented by the police sample, are resolved through
plea-bargaining, and over 50 percent of parolees were to become repeaters.
Results: The General Public Sample.
Comparisons with the Police Sample.
The following table reflects average general public responses
tabulated for question number three, and comparisons with responses
from the police sample.

Incl uded are average respon ses from male and

female individuals, and individuals with different educational backgrounds.
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TABLE 6
QUESTION THREE RESPONSES COMPARED
DTV
Less Than
One Hour
One-Three
Hours

GP

GPHS

GC

GPM

GPF

3.6

3.1

3.9

3.5

2.8

Police

2.4
3.7

3.6

3.8

3.6

3.8

In explanation, DTV (as used previously) refers to average daily reviewing time, GP refers to average responses from the overall general
public sample, GPHS and GPC refer to individuals from the general
public with high school and college educational backgrounds respectively, GPM and GPF refer to average responses from male and female
individuals from the general public sample, and the previously tabulated overall police response is included for comp arison.
As indicated by the data from Table 6, members of the general
public may have felt a greater chance of being involved in some kind
of violence than did individuals from the police sample.

In reference

to this item on the questionnaire, the data did not indicate any differences based upon television viewing time s .
As illustrated in Tables 7 and 8 the responses from questions
number four and five which follow, failed to indicate any differences
between the police and general pub lic samples, nor were any differences
indicated within the general public sample itself:
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TABLE 7
QUESTION FOUR RESPONSES COMPARED
DTV

GP

GPHS

GC

GPM

GPF

Less Than
One Hour

4.0

4.0

4.0

3.9

4.0

One-Three
Hours

Police

4.0
4.0

4.0

4.0

3.8

4.0

TABLE 8
QUESTION FIVE RESPONSES COMPARED
DTV

GP

GPHS

GC

GPM

GPF

Less Than
One Hour

4.0

4.0

3.7

4.0

4.0

Police

4.0
One-Three
Hours

4.0

4.0

3.8

4.0

4.0
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Responses from questions six through nine were as indicated below:
TABLE 9
RESPONSES COMPARED, QUESTIONS SIX THROUGH NINE
DTV

GP

GPHS

GC

GPM

GPF

Less Than
One Hour

2.4

2.2

2.6

1.9

2.9

Question

6

Police

1. 4

One-Three
Hours

2.2

2.4

4.4

1.9

2.6

Less Than
One Hour

2.0

1.9

2.1

1.4

2. 5

7

1.2

One-Three
Hours

2.1

2.2

2.0

2.0

2.3

Less Than
One Hour

3.0

2.7

3.3

3.5

1.5

8

4 .. 0

One-Three
Hours

3.1

3.2

2.9

3.3

2.8

Less Than
One Hour

2.9

2.7

3.2

2.1

3.5

9

1.7

One-Three
Hours

2.5

2.6

2.4

2.3

2.8

The tabulations for question six indicate only two comparative
differences.

The general public as a whole perceived the law enforce-

ment officer (while on duty) to fire his/her weapon two to five times
per year, while the police sample indicated use of weapons only one
time per year.

The only difference in reference to television usage

was between college-educated individuals in the general public sample:
those who viewed television one to three hours per day, when compared
with those who viewed less television, perceived a greater use of
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weapons by the police (more than ten ti mes per year compared to twofive times).
Question seven res ponses, because of the t r ue - false scale
used, indicate no differences within the general publi c sample or between samples.

All response averages fell within t he "definitely

fa 1se/probab ly fa 1se" range.
The responses for question eight, within th e genera l public
sample, fell within the "uncertain" to "probably fa ls e" range , with no
definitive differences between individuals in reference to television
viewing habits.

Law enforcement officers did, howe ver , fee l much more

strongly that the police were more effective in solvi ng crimes . The
same was true for question nine.

No definitive di fferences were found

based upon television viewing habits; where as, th e police indicated
that most law enforcement offi cers do not wo r k undercover . The general public tended to respond within the ••uncertain" range.
The responses from the remaining questions, requesting percentage estimations, are tabulated in Table 10 :
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TAB LE 10
RESPONSES COMPARED, QUESTIONS TEN THROUGH SIXTEEN
Question

DTV

GP

GPHS

GC

GPM

GPF

Less Than
One Hour

2.8

3.1

2.1

2. 9

2.5

10

11

Police

3.7

One-Three
Hours

2.9

2.8

3. 1

2.9

2._8

Less Than
One Hour

2.6

2.6

2.5

2. 4

2.7
3.4

One-Three
Hours

2-.5

2.4

2.4

2.6

2.2

Less Than
One Hour

1.1

2. 4

2.6

2. 5

2.7

12

2 0

One-Three
Hours

2.7

2.9

2.4

2.8

2.5

Less Than
One Hour

2.1

2.1

2. 1

1.9

2.3
17

13

One-Three
Hours

2.3

2.5

2.2

2. 5

2.0

Less Than
One Hour

2.3

2. 1

2.4

3.1

1.7

One-Three
Hours

2.9

3. 0

2.8

3.0

2.8

Less Than
One Hour

3.7

3.9

3. 5

3.9

3.6

One-Three
Hours

3.5

3. 4

3.7

3.6

3.4

Less Than
One Hour

3. 5

3. 9

3. 1

3.9

3.3

One-Three
Hours

3. 4

3. 3

3.8

3.5

3.0

14

4.1

15

4.1

16
3. 2
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The data for question ten, regarding law enforcement paperwork, indicates that the general public perceives the police to be
less involved in paperwork than they actually are.

The police indi-

cated that they spend between 25 percent and 50 percent of their time
at the desk, whereas the public sample fell within the 10 to. 25 percent bracket.

The only difference in reference to television viewing

habits was among college-educated respondents from the general public.
Those viewing more television were found to perceive the police as
being more involved with paperwork.
In response to question eleven, the police indicated that the
guilty individual was captured, tried and convicted between 25 and 50
percent of the time, whereas the general public average response fell
within the 10 to 25 percent range.

No apprecia ble differences were

found within the general public in reference to education, sex or
television viewing habits.
The next question, asking respondents to estimate what percentage of those who commit crimes are arrested, generated averages which
denoted a difference only between the police and individuals in the
general public who viewed less television.

The police indicated that

between 10 and 25 percent of those who commit cri mes were arrested,
while those in the general public sample viewin g less than one hour of
television per day felt that less than 10 percent were arrested.
other significant differences were found in reference to this question.
Question thirteen, requesting individuals to estimate what

o
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percentage of convicted cri mi na ls ac tua l ly serve sentences, generated
data which again illustr ated a sli gh t di fference between the general
public and police samples.

The law enforcement sample felt that less

than 10 percent of those convicted actually serve sentences, whereas
the general public tended to feel t hat be tween 10 and 25 percent serve
sentences.

In reference to television vi ew i ng habits, only a very

slight difference was noticed, specificall y among males from the public sample.

Males in this sample who average d greater amounts of

television viewing time felt that a sligh tl y gr eater percentage of
those convicted actually served sentences.
The next item, asking respondents t o estimate the percentage
of crimes actually worked on by an inve sti gator, produced differences
between female respo ndents fro m the general public, and differences
again between the police sample and the pu blic samp l e .

Law enforce-

ment officers indicated that between 25 and 50 percent of crimes were
worked on by an investigator , wh ile the general public average responses fell within the 10 to 25 percent range.

Among female respondents

from the general public, those viewi ng les s te l evision felt that less
than 10 percent of crimes were worke d on by an investigator.

Females

who averaged greater amounts of t el evi s i on usage indicated that a
larger percentage of cri mes were wor ked on by an investigator.
The average respo nses for question fifteen did not indicate
any differences, based upon television viewing habits, within the general public sample.

Only a very sl i ght difference was found between

the police and the publ ic sample i n that the police response average
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fell in the highest percentage (over 75 percent), whereas the averages
from the general public were within the next lowes t percentage range
(between 50 and 75 percent).

Thus the police, when compared with the

public, felt a larger number of parolees would again commit crimes.
The final item comparing the police and public samples, question sixteen, again failed to find any differences within the general
public sample based upon television viewing habits.

And again a

slight difference was found between the police and the public in that
law enforcement officers perceived a larger number of indictments being resolved through plea-bargaining.

The difference was small how-

ever, with the police response average falling within the 50 to 75
percent range, and the public averages falling within the 25 to 50
percent range.

VII. TESTS OF HYPOTHESES
Data relevant to the first hypothesis 1s tabul at ed in Tab l e

11.

For each question overall averages from the general public, in-

cluding both levels of television usage, are compared with th e corresponding averages from the police sample.

· TABLE 11
OVERALL GENERAL PUBLIC AVERAGES
COMPARED WITH POLICE AVERAGES

Question
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

General
Public
2.3
2.05
3.05
2.7
2.85
2.55
1.9
2.2
2.6
3.6
3.45

Police
1.4
1.2
4.0
1.7
3.7
3.4
2.0
1.7
3.0
4.1
4.1

The t test and the Mann Whitney U te st were se l ected as the
appropriate tests of significance for each hy pot hes i s .

For the above

comparison the t value, -.25, and the U value, 125, both indicated no
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significant differences at the .05 level of probability.

Based upon

the tests, support could not be found for the first hypothesis.
Therefore:
H1 Individuals representative of the general public when compared to representatives of the police will be (were not)
less familiar with law enforcement operatio ns .
Data comparisons did however suggest a trend in the common sense
direction--that the general public would be less familiar with law
enforcement.

Except for question twelve, the averages fell at dif-

ferent points on the respective scales for each question.
In consideration of the second hypothesis, the appropriate
data is presented below:
TABLE 12
GENERAL PUBLIC AVERAGES COMPARING LEVELS OF TELEV ISION
USAGE (OTV) FOR QUESTIONS SIX THROUGH SIXTEEN

Question
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Less Than
One Hour

One'"' Three
Hours

2.4
2.0
3.0
2.9
2.8
2 6
1. 1
2.1
2.3
3.7
3.5

2.2
2.1
3.1
2.5
2.9
2.5
2.7
2.3
2.9
3.5
3.4
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The appropriate t and U value s , -.59 and 109 respectively, indicated
no significant diffe r ences at the .0 5 le vel .

It follows that:

H2 Individuals exhibi t i ng greate r levels of television usage
when compared to thos e who vi ew l ess television, will (did
not) have a greater misco nce pti on conce rning law enforcement
and its operation.
The third hypothesis, concernin g percept i ons of violence in
society, also failed to find sup port.

Dat a i n cons i deration of this

hypothesis is tabulated:

.
TABLE 13
GENERAL PUBLIC AVERAGES COMPARI NG LEVELS OF TELEVISION
USAGE (DTV) FOR QUESTIONS THREE THROUGH FIVE

Question
3

4
5

Les s Th an
One Hour

One-Three
Hours

3.6
4.0
4.0

3.7
4.0

' 4. 0

The computed t value, -.20, failed to find support at the .05 level.
The U value was not computed due to insuffici ent number of scores in
either group.

The third hypothesis below was not upheld:

H Individuals exhibiting grea t er l evels of television usage,
3 when compared to those wh o vi ew l ess te l evision will (did
not) exhibit a tendency to fee l a greater level of violence
in society.
Tabulations in reference to t he fourth prediction, involving
mal e and fe male difference s , are presented in the table as follows:
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TABLE 14
GENERAL PUBLIC AVERAGES COMPARING
GREATER DTV/MALES AND FEMALES

Question
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

One-Three
Hours
Female

One-Three
Hours
Males

2.6
2.3
2.8
2.8
2.8
-2-.2

1.9
2.0
3.3
2.3
2.9
2.6
2.8
2.5
3.0
3.6
3.5

2.5
2.0
2.8
3.4
3.2

Again the t and U values, -.43 and 117.5, fail ed to find support for
the fourth hypothesis.
H4 Females exhibiting greater levels of television usage, when
compared to males ex hibiting similar amounts of te1evision
usage, will (did not) exhibit greater misconceptions of la
enforcement.
The response averages relevant to the final prediction, concerning educational differe ntiations, are presented in Tables 15 and
16.

Table 15 presents averages concerning perceptions of violence i

society.

The averages in Ta ble 16 are from those questions seeking

perceptions of law enforcement activities .
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TABLE 15
GENERAL PUBLIC AVERAGES COMPARI NG GREATER DTV/EOUCATIONAL
LEVEL FOR QUESTIONS THREE TH ROUGH FIVE

Question

3
4
5

One-Three
Hours
High School

One -Three
Hou r s
Coll ege

3.6
4.0
4.0

3. 8
4. 0
3.8

TABLE 16
GENERAL PUBLIC AVERAGES COMPARING GREATER DTV/ EOUCATIONAL
LEVEL FOR QUEST IONS SIX THROUGH SI XTEEN

Question

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

One-Three
Hours
H1gh School

One-Th ree
Hours
Col lege

2.4
2.2
3.2
2.6
2.8
2.4

4.4
2.0
3. 9
2. 4
3.1
2. 4
2. 4
2. 2
2.8
3.7
3.8

2.9

2.5
3.0
3.4
3.3

The t value, -.79, and the U va l ue~ 96 , again found no si gnifi cant
difference.

The fifth hy pothesis al so fa i led to fi nd support.

H Individuals exhi biti ng greater l evels of te~evi s i ?n usage , and
5 who have si milar educationa l backgrounds , w1ll (d1d not) ex hibit greater mi sconcepti ons of law enforceme nt and t he threat
of violence in soci ety .

VIII. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
As indicated by the tests of hypotheses, a basic generalization did emerge.

Specifically, the perceptions of adult individ-

uals remain primarily unaffected by levels of television usage.
In 'reference to opinion and research previously delineated, Peter
Wood's ascertion that television provides a heightened version of
reaility, and Paul Kurtz's statement that the medium is undermining
the ability of individuals to judge ideas, seem to find (at least
within this study) little support.

Further, Michael Real's view that

television, as being one of the primary factors in producing a massmediated culture, corrupts and distorts human perceptions and reduces
the ability to distinguish fantasy from reality, seems to be based upon
personal reaction rather than upon a solid data-base.
Nor did the data resulting from this effort provide support
for the suppositions held by Gerbner and Gross.

Because no differ-

ences were found in comparisons of individuals exhibiting different
levels of television usage, agreement could not be established with
Gerbner and Gross in reference to their opinion that television can
encourage and cultivate views of life and society.
Further, although differences in perception do exist between
the general public and professionals actually involved with certain
facets of society, in this case the criminal justice system, these differences do not seem to be produced by television.
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Although the
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misrepresentations alluded to by Arcuri, Mankiewicz and Swerdlow do
seem to exist in television's portrayal of law enforcement, they do
not necessarily produce misconceptions among television's viewers--regardless of level of television usage.

I

The present study did of course find that individuals in society were less familiar (held certain misconceptions) with law enforcement than members of the profession itself (common sense).
However, because differences did not occur in comparisons of levels
of television usage, the implications held by Donohue and Slater cannot find support.

Specifically, although an individual may not be

familiar with a particular stereotypical image or situation, television is not necessarily perceived to be an accurate portrayal.

Also,

it cannot be held, as espoused by Slater, that individual s rely upon
television as a primary source of information about law enforcement
activities.
However, the study may have contained various areas of ambiguity and misinterpretation . . The failure to find support for hypotheses two through five indicates that problems may have occurred in the
construction of the questionnaire, the improvements resulting from the
pilot study notwithstanding.

The individual questions within the sur-

vey may not have accurately solicited responses fully measuring perceptions of violence in society and perceptions of law enforcement
activities.
Specifically, a case could be made to the effect that a total
of only three questions (numbers three through five) were simply in-
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adequate to accurately measure perceptions of societal violence.

The

responses for questions four and five consistently fell at the top end
of the scales, indicating that .differentiations did not occur, perhaps
because the scales were not properly constructed (higher quantity
ranges should have been used).
Questions six through sixteen, although causes of misinterpretation were reduced through refinement after the pilot study, still
may well have retained certain ambiguities.

Question six, for example,

did not specify if practice time was included and, as a result respondents may have been somewhat confused.

Question nine remained vague,

failing to specify what precisely was meant by

11

Undercover'' (e.g.

plainclothes, suit, with or without identification).

Questions

eleven, twelve and fourteen failed to specify the types of criminal
activity implied, e.g. overall, felony, misdemeanor, rape, robbery,
etc.
Further, the scales used may have failed to properly solicit
responses suitable for differentiation.

For example, is the difference

between "definitely false" and uprobably false," or between "definitely
true'' and "probably true,'' signi ficant?

Also, the use of "uncertain"

as a possible response selection provided respondents with the opportunity simply not to offer an opinion at all.
An additional ambiguity in reference to the sca1es may have
occurred in the method of an alys ·s, frequency counts, averaging and
chi-square.

When response averages were compiled, an observable dif-

ference was difficult to dete rmine unless the compared averages fell
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at different points on the scale.

For example, in reference to those

questions requesting respondents to select a percentage range (questions six through sixteen), if the compared averages fell at 2.5 and
3.5 a difference was determined to have occurred.

However, when the

averages fell for example at 2.8 and 3.1, although they represented
two different percentage ranges, it was difficult to conclude that a
significant difference actually occurred.
Toffler's and Gerbner's fear of the effects of the coded, manufactured message requires additional study if logical, scientific generalizations are to be made.

Television is but one influence

upon the adult individual's perceptions of society and its institutions.
sources:

Television becomes very difficult to isolate from other
print media, educational influences, and general information

gathered from other individuals in society.

Subsequent studies should

be designed which isolate television from all other media.

Rather

than compare the responses of individuals reflecting different levels
of television usage, it would be most advantageous to design studies
(perhaps cross-cultural) utilizing individuals who have had no exposure
to television whatsoever--a most difficult sample to locate within the
developed countries.

Having located an appropriate sample, compari-

sons would be made, of course, with individuals who had received general television exposure.

If samples are compared from a society in

which television is prevalent (such as in the present study), consideration should be given to a better definition of "light" and "heavy"
television viewers.

Are viewing times between "less than one hour"
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and "between one and three hours" the appropriate comparisons?
Careful attention must also be given in future efforts to
properly develop more subtle questionnaire items and response scales
Rather than concentrating upon a selected genre (e.g . law enforcement,
legal or medical profession) subsequent studies could develop items
pertaining to various sociological perceptions.

Such considerations

could include racial, ethical and general social perceptions, and
could develop questionnaire items based upon general television drama
content (e.g. situation comedy, made-for-television movies) rather
than a specific genre.
Additional development must be given to the formulation of
proper response scales.

It would be realistic, for example, to util-

ize simple yes/no items, rather than graduated scales.

In this way

individuals would be forced to provide a specific reaction rather than
responses which do not reflect any definite opinion.

Or, of course,

more subtle scales could be developed which lend themselves to less
ambiguity when tabulated.
It becomes clear that there is a great deal of research to be
done in the area of television and perceptions of reality.

It would

seem -logical that a medium so prevalent in this society would have an
observable effect upon exposed individuals.

However, because of the

existence of so many variables and because of the difficulties found
in response measurement, quantification and subsequent proof become
the challenge of future research ..

Appendix A.

Questionnaire From Previous Research

This questionnaire has been prepared to coUect data concerning televtSion viewing habits, and to determine how
people fee{ about televist<m. The statements refer to television drama ,as opposed to tekMsion news, documentary,
sports or specials. For the first two items, please check the appropriate box. For the remaining statements, check the
box that indicates ha-N strongly you agree or disagree with the statements (check only one for each item) . ?\ease do
not write your name on the questionnaire. All responses will remain anonymous. Thank you for your assJStance.

1. Sex:

0 Male

0 Female

2. Average (estimated) daily television v1ewing time (check one):
0 Less than 1 hour

0 Between 1 and 2 hours

0 More than 2 hours

3. AD in the Family prov1des accurate models of human behavior in our society.
0 Strongly OtsagrPe

0 Otsagree

0 Neutrdl

0 A gree

0

Strongly Agree

4. Uttle House on the Prairie is an accurate representation of life in "'pioneer"' America.
0

Strongly Otsdgre~

0

Otsagre£>

0

Neutrdl

0

A grel'

0

Strongl>· Agr

5. Lou Grant prov1des us with a realistic look at the operation behind a metropolitan newspaper.
0 Strongly Dtsagree

0 Dtsagree

0 Neutral

0 Agree

0

St rongly Agree

6. Family presents a realistic portrayal of human behavior in our society .
0 Strongly Otsagree

0 Otsagree

0 Neutral

0 A gree

0 Strongly Agree

7. The events that occur on Starsky & Hutch are events that happen in real police departments.
0 Sr rongly Dtsagree

0 Otsagree

0 Neutral

0 A gree

0 Strongly Agree

8. The things that happen in the high school in Welcome Back Kotter happen in most high schools.
0 Neutral

0 Strongly· Otsagree

0 Strongly Agree

0 A gree

9. The police officers on Hawaii Five-0 are like police officers in real life .
0 Sr rnngl~,- D tsagr ee

0 Dtsagr ee

0 Neutral

0

Agree

0 Strongly Agree

10. Barnaby Jones presents an accurate portrayal of a private detective 's life .
C Stronglv Dtsdgree

0 OtsagreP

0 Neutral

0 Agree

0 Strongly Agree

11. The things that happen on Baretta happen in real police departments.
C Sr ro n~h: DlsdgrPI!

0 o.sagree

0 Neutrdl

0 Agree

0 Strongly Agr e

12. Koja.k provides a look at how a reaJ police department works .
0 St r(Jngl~:,· Otsagr e

0 Agrel'

0 [ tsagre<'

0 Strongly· Agr

E'

13. The Rockford Files presents an accurate look at a private detective.
C Srrongl':.' D1sagree

0 01sagr e

0 Neutral

0 Agree

0 Stro!1gly Agre

14. Emergency presents a realistic look at a fire department and its rescue squad.
0 Sr rongly DtscJgree

0 Otsagre

0

Neurral

0 Agree

0 S rongly Agree

15. The Streets of San Fran cisco presents an accurate portrayal of a metropolitan police depart men ·
0 Sr r on~l\. Otsagree

0 Dtsogr e

0
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Neutr.ll

0 Agree

0

S rongl

Agre
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16. The police department on Policewoman is like a real police department.
0 Strongly

Drsagre~

0 Neutral

0 Agree

0 Strongly Agree

17. Maude prov1des accurate models of human behav1or tn our soc1ety.
0 Strongly Drsagree

0 Drsagree

lJ Neutrdi

0

A :3re~

0 Strongly Agr

18. Happy Days presents us with an accurate reflection of teenage life tn rhe 1950's.
0 Strongly Drsagree

0 Dtsagree

0 Neutral

0 Agree

0 Strong! Agr

19. Families, as portrayed in teleVlsion drama. are realistic portrayals of families in our sodety.

0 Strongly Drsagree

0 Drsagret>

0 Neutra l

0 Agree

0

Strong!~·

Agr e

20. Police departments, as portrayed m television drama. are accurate portrayals of police departments tn real life
=:J Stt ongly Drsdgrt:> t'

0 AgrC'l'

[j

Strongl . A

r

21. Private detectives, as represented on televtsion. as like pnvate detecttves m real life.

0 Strongly Drsdgree

0

Drsagr~e

0 Neutr I

0 Agn'

0 St rongl Agr£>e

22. High schools, as represented on telev1s1on, are like htgh school tn general.
0 St rongh,: DrSclqH'l'

c

[) ,~ d '-ll t' l '

0 :'\ieurr ,,

23 . Television drama in general presents a realistic representation ot life tn our soctety.
0 St ronyly

Drsagr~'l:'

0 N ut r.t •

C Agrl'l '

CJ St rnnglv Attr '

24 . Television provides a large vanery of models from which the behav1or of people may be JUdged .
0 Strongly Disagree

0 Disagree

0 Neutral

0 Agree

0 Strongly Agr'!e

25 . People around you are basically similar to the people on television.
0 Strongly Disagree

0 Disagree

0 Neutral

0 Agree

0 Strongly Agree

26. Police departments in your city have officers in them like Baretta, Kojak and the officers on The Streets of
San Francisco.
0 Strongly Disagree

0 Drsagree

27 . Cnme on television is ltke cnme
0 Strongly Disagree

.

tn

0 Neutral

0 Agree

0 Strongly Agre

0 Neutral

0 Agree

0 Strongly Agree

soctety.

0 Drsagree

Appendix B.

Pilot Questionnaire

This questionnaire has been prepared by a private . non-profit resea rc h group to co ll ect information concerntng
percept ions of crime and law enforcement. Please respo nd to each statem en t or question as directed . All
responses will remain strictly anonymous . Please do NOT write your nam e on th e questionnarre. Thank you for
your cooperat ion .
Check the appropriate box :
1. Please indicate sex:
0 Male
0 Female

8. While on duty {making an arrest invuligating a crim e or in
pursuit of criminals). about how many \i mes each year does a
police officer pull his/ her gun from his/ her holster?
1

2. Please indicate highest educational level attained:
0 8th grade
0 High school
0 College graduate
3.

4.

Of the below listed crimes in our society. indicate the one which
you feel occurs MOST often {select only one):
0 Murder
0 Auto theft
0 Robbery
0 Rape
0 Aggravated assault
0 Other
Of the below listed crimes in our society. indicate the one which
you feel occurs LEAST often (select only one):
0 Murder
[J Auto theft
0 Robbery
0 Rape
0 Aggravated assault
0 Other

Circle the number on the scale which best describes
your reaction to the statement or question :
5.

2

3

4

9. On the average. how many limes annua:tly does a police officer.
while on duty. actually fire his/ her gun?
1

10.

2

3

4

Police detectives work on one cas.e at a ti me.

2

3

4

5

11 . Police are more effective than private. detectiv es in solving
crimes.

2

3

4

5

12.

During any given week what chance do you have of being
involved in some kind of violence?

2

5

4

3

13.
6.

How often does rape occur in the United States?

2

3

4
14. Police sometimes must break the law in order to ca tch
criminals.

2

7. How often does murder occur in the United States?

2

3

3

4

5

4
15. Police detecti ves spend very linte lime involved with
paperwork.
1

66

2

3

•

5

67

16.

In general. what percentage of crimes are solved?
1

2

3

4

5

110°1 1 20°o 1 40% 1 60% 1 80% 1
0

17.

What percentage of the time is the guilty party captured. tried
and convicted?
1

2

3

110''o 1 20% 1 40%

1B.

4

5

60%

80%

What percentage of people who commit crimes are arrested?

2

23. On the average. how much time do you spend each day
watching television?
0 Less than one hour
0 One to three hours
0 More than three hou: s

Answer in the space provided .
24. Have you ever taken any classes in law entorcement or related
areas? If so. explain briefly:

5

4

3

Check the appropriate box .

110''o 1 20% 1 40% 1 60% 1 80% 1

19.

What percentage of people who are convicted of crimes
actually serve sentences?

2

I I I
10%

20.

20%

3
0

4Q ,o

I

4

5

'50%

80%

25. Have you had any official contact with mem~ers of the law
enforcement profession? If so. explain briefly:

What percentage of reported crimes are worked on by an
investigator?

2
1 1o% 1 20%

3

4

5

40%

60%

80%

26. On a scale of 1 to 10. rate your
ment profession:

21 . What percentage of parolees are "repeaters" !commit crimes
again!?

1

2

110% 1 20%

3

4

40%

60%

·I

5
80%

22. What percentage of criminal indictments are resolved through
plea -bargaining !entering a plea of guilty to a lesser charge!?
1

2

3

4

5

1Qt•fo

20%

40%

60%

80%

/

knowled~e

of Ihe law enforce·

Appendix C.

Final Questionnaire

This questionnatre has been prepared by a graduate student at the Un ivers1ty of Central Florida to collect
1nformat1on concerning perceptions of crime and law enforcement. Please respond to each sa ement or
question as directed . All responses will remain strictly anonymous . Please do NOT write your name on the
questionnaire Thank you for your cooperation

Check the appropr1ate box

10. What percentage of the time do poflc deltctlves apend doing
paperwork?

1. Plene Indicate sex:
U Male
0 Female

3

4

5

2. Plene Indicate highest educational level attained:
[] 8th grade
0 H19h school
0 College graduate

1t. What percentage of the time Is th
and convicted?

Circle the number on the scale wh1ch best descr ibes
your reaction to the statement or question

3

lty pnty captured. tried
4

5

3. During any given week what chance do you have of being
Involved In some kind of violence (resulting In bodily harmj?
3

4

12. What percentage of people who commit crlmu are arreated?

5

2

3

4

5

4. How often does rape occur In the United States?
1

2

3

4

13.

What percentage of people who are convicted of crlmu
actually serve sentences?

5. How often does murder occur In the United States?
14. What percentage of reported crimes are worked on by an
Investigator?
1

3

4

5

6. On the average. how many times annually does a pollee officer.
while on duty. actually fire his/her gun?
2

3

15. What percentage ol parolee& are ·repeaters· (commit crlmu
again)?

4

I

2

3

4

5

7. Police detectives work on one case at a time.
2

3

4

5

16. What percentage ol crlmlnallndltl
arr ruolved through
plea-bargaining (entering a plea of ollty to a.leuer charge!?
I

2

3

4

5

8. Police are more elleclive than private detectives in solving
c1 i111es

2

3

4

5
17. On the average. how much llmt
watching television?
0 Less th an one hour
0 One to three hours
0 Mor e than thrPe hour s

9. Most pollee detectives work undercover.
2

3

4

5

68

'JW sptnd uch day
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